
Report From Germany by Rainer Apel

What Would Cause a Reality-Shift?
products like the Transrapid [maglev
system] in the U.S.A. This would beMembers of the German parliament need the kind of courage
good.”which their Italian colleagues have shown. A Free Democrat said that he
still has not figured out whether
LaRouche is “more a leftist or moreCould there be a German parlia- this would secure Bush’s re-election, a rightist,” but that if LaRouche is
campaigning against the neo-conser-mentary equivalent to the spectacular because of the worsened economic

and social situation in the UnitedFeb. 13 initiative in the two chambers vatives, that is welcome news. He
said that if the idea of the Newof the Italian Parliament for a New States. They pointed out that in the

election of 1992, Bush’s father lost toBretton Woods reorganization of the Bretton Woods is that the U.S.A.,
especially, should return to a reason-bankrupt global financial system? Democrat Bill Clinton, on the issue of

the economy.Generally, one would not think it pos- able economic and financial policy of
constructive cooperation with othersible, because of the depth to which When briefed about Democratic

Party pre-candidate Lyndon H.ecologism and a zero-growth mental- countries, this would be more than
welcome and necessary. This politi-ity have penetrated German politics. LaRouche’s ongoing campaign, and

LaRouche’s intervention to educateMembers of the Bundestag (parlia- cian was impressed by the fact that
LaRouche has a broad network ofment) show more interest in the state his rival Sen. John Kerry on economic

issues, including the Argentina crisis,of the Brazilian rainforests, than in the supporters among the U.S. electorate,
having more individual contributionsfinancial crisis in Argentina, for exam- several Bundestag politicians sud-

denly showed more interest in Ameri-ple. Recent meetings of the Bunde- even than Kerry.
With a keener understanding ofstag’s foreign relations committee, can developments. The fact that the

German economy is very much con-financial affairs committee, and devel- U.S. developments, a first step toward
improvement of the political debate inoping sector committee all ignored the nected with that of the United States,

and very much influenced by the ongo-Argentine conflict with the Interna- Berlin would be taken. But still, is it
realistic to expect German politicianstional Monetary Fund, showing how ing collapse of the dollar, all of a sud-

den moved to the center of discus-much the parliament is out of touch to show as much courage as their Ital-
ian colleagues, on the New Brettonwith reality. sions.

One Social Democrat, for exam-German resistance to the Iraq War Woods issue?
It is realistic, on the condition thatin 2003 was one of the rare moments ple, said that the main incentive for the

German economy in 2005 would notin which the Bundestag showed some Social Democrats stop insisting, as
they did when discussing with this au-interest in international affairs; but come from within the European

Union—where more than 50% of Ger-after the end of the U.S. official mili- thor, that the top priority is to carry
out the government’s budget-cuttingtary operations, that interest eroded, man exports are currently going—but

rather would be provided by a shift inand boring budget-balancing routine Agenda 2010 and sell it to the elector-
ate. It is realistic, on the condition thathas taken over the minds of the parlia- U.S. economic policy, “putting an end

to the militaristic approach of the Bushmentarians, along with proposals for parliamentarians begin dealing with
fundamentals of economic policiesnew austerity measures. Administration, beginning with long-

overdue domestic investments in theDiscussions this author has had in and stop repeating the budget-balanc-
ing slogans. Numerous parliamentari-recent days with Bundestag members civilian economy, and stopping this

dollar policy. It would also help ourand their aides in Berlin, however, do ans have some of LaRouche’s propos-
als stuffed away in their desk drawers,show that with the U.S. Presidential exports to the States, which have been

shrinking visibly.”primaries, a certain interest in devel- and have been made acquainted with
them during numerous LaRoucheopments outside of Germany is re- This politician, who first said he

did not like LaRouche, but then admit-awakening. Some said they would not movement political interventions in
Berlin in the recent period. It wouldrule out that President Bush would try ted that he did not know much about

him, conceded that “if Kerry woulda propaganda trick, such as “finding” be a relatively easy job to finally pull
them out from those drawers; but itOsama bin Laden or starting a new win and invest in transport projects, as

your man there advocates, there mightmilitary intervention somewhere; but could certainly be a big step forward
for mankind.they were dubious as to whether even be a chance also for German high-tech
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